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Level 3 Task
 
What to do

1. Create your own Fantasy Island
You can use your imagination and create a fantasy island. You can use your existing knowledge 
about nature, animals, and people, or you can invent fantastic new species.
a. Think about the shape of your island and draw a map of it.
b. Add cities, mountains, rivers, beaches, forests etc. to your map.
c. Find a name for your island and write it on your map.

2. Describe your Fantasy Island
Take notes about the following questions:

Nature & animals:
a.  What is the climate on your island?
b.  What kind of seasons are there on your Island?
c.  Describe 5 plants and trees that grow on the island. Find photos or make drawings of them.
d.  Describe 5 animals (mammals, insects, birds) that live on the island. Describe their looks,  

abilities, and habitat. Find photos or make drawings of them.

Population:
e. How many people live on the island and what kind of people is it?
f.  How do they live? Describe a home with 15 sentences and find a photo or make a drawing of it.
g.  Is it a rich or a poor island? And why?
h.  How do the people earn their living on the island?
i.  What kinds of sports or hobbies do they do?
j.  Describe 1 special tradition they have on the island.
k.  What is the national dish? Make the recipe.
l.  Add any other thing you find relevant...

3. Produce a slideshow to present your Fantasy Island
a.  Use a slide show and put your map on the first slide. 
b.  Add 7-9 new slides with headlines, photos and drawings about the nature, animals,  

and population of your island.
c.  Use your notes to write manuscripts for each slide.
d.  Rehearse and record a speech for each slide.
e.  Duration: 5-7 minutes.

4. Create a Listening Quiz
a.  Make 9 questions about your island and quiz your classmates after the presentation.

Hand in:
a.  A slideshow with recorded speech.
b.  Word Puzzle Task.
c.  Listening Quiz.
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